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complete archives of the Indigenous Law Bulletin from volume 1, Issue 1 (1981) to volume 7, Issue 22 (2011) 
are now available online at www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/ILB
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Artist Note
Natalie Puantulura
front cover Untitled
Ochre on linen

1830mm x 2440mm

natalie Puantulura is an 
artist from the Tiwi Islands, 
located 80 ki lometres 
north of  darwin.  her 
paintings tell the ‘Jilamara body Paint story’. during ceremony 
on the Tiwi Islands a series of 'yoi' (dances) are performed; some 
are totemic (inherited from the person's mother) and some serve 
to act out the narrative of newly composed songs. Participants in 
these ceremonies are painted with ‘turtiyanginari’ (the different 
natural ochre colours), using a wooden Pwoja comb (also called 
kayimwagakini, meaning ‘bone’). The designs are called Jilamara 
body paint designs and they are used to transform the dancers and, 
in some cases, provide protection against recognition by ‘mapurtiti’ 
(spirits).  natalie is of the Japajapunga (march fly) skin group and 
her dance is the yirrikipayi (crocodile).

Traditionally, the Pwoja combs are made from bloodwood or 
ironbark and are about 15 centimetres in height (ensuring they can 
be held firmly for application) with a single row of teeth at the base. 
The comb is dipped in ochre and applied to the body creating dotted 
lines.  a completed collection of dots is called ‘yirrinkiripwoja’. 
 
natalie was born in 1975 in darwin. she was taught to paint 
by her grandfather, declan apuatimi (senior) the late husband 
of renowned Tiwi artist Jean baptiste. as Jean’s grandaughter, 
natalie was also taught about Tiwi culture and painting by her 
grandmother. natalie painted with Tiwi design art centre up until 

2004, after which she and her partner, edward malati yunupingu, 
moved to Pirlangimpi, her mother's country, and began working with 
munupi arts and crafts.  her late father, Januarius Puantulura, was 
a mechanic by trade. her late mother, carmellina, was a school 
teacher at nguiu on bathurst Island, which was her father's country.

natalie has exhibited in group shows in many leading galleries 
throughout australia between 2002 and 2011 (including Tali 
gallery's International grammar school scholarship exhibition in 
2011) and held her first solo exhibition in Tasmania earlier in 2012. 
she also participated in the darwin festival 'lighthouse' wall mural 
with five other Tiwi artists. she was a finalist in the prestigious 20th 
Telstra national aboriginal and Torres strait Islander art award in 
the works on Paper category.  

Thanks go to Di stevens for the enthusiastic contribution of her 
words and knowledge on art and culture in the Tiwi Islands. Di is a 
curator at the Tali Gallery, sydney.


